Evolving HFC Cable Networks
with Transformational Services
How our end-to-end DOCSIS and Distributed CCAP expertise
delivers fast results and unparalleled efficiency
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Navigate complexity and stay
competitive
We help Cable Operators
maintain their lead
We’ve seen Cable evolve over more than six decades. Today, a
climate of heavy competition and operator consolidation makes it
more important than ever to standardise HFC networks, streamline
operations, and enhance services.
The line between video and broadband is blurring. Fibre is moving
deeper while broadband growth is unprecedented. Operators
understand the need to leverage Distributed Converged Cable
Access Platforms (CCAP) and RF-Over-Glass (RFOG) – but increasing
capability comes with major complexity.
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We make the complex more manageable, drawing on our extensive
experience and mature planning methodologies to reduce risk, minimise
customer disruption, and help operators transform their networks.

Making the right decisions
Start at the beginning to
optimise capital investment
DOCSIS, DAA and RFOG upgrade could mean major changes across
Headend equipment, Core Fibre networks and the HFC Access layer.
Our consultancy means focusing efforts – and investments – where
it really counts.
With our specialist expertise and hands-on experience, we can
provide advice on what to do, how to do it, and where to start.
Where most network records and inventory systems are less than
80% accurate, we’ll audit, survey and document the network to
establish a reliable baseline – then lay out architectures, designs and
costed plans to inform an operator’s decision-making.

Planning for success
Efficient network design
on an industrial scale
In the last three years, our international network design teams have
delivered in excess of 5.3 Million homes of DOCSIS-driven HFC
Access Network planning and 1 Million homes of Distributed CCAP
using Remote-PHY or MAC+PHY.
The combination of highly-experienced people and our innovative
Integrated Automated Toolchain means we can design and plan
faster, more accurately and internationally. Through the latest
technology, we can reduce survey time by as much as 50% while
keeping costs controlled.
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Achieving perpetual savings
How migration and optimisation
reduce costs long-term
DAA upgrades free up space in existing Headend and
Hub sites. While DOCSIS CMTS’s and analogue optics
are still densifying, it’s not fast enough to offset port
count growth – but distributing the physical QAM into
the network at the Node can make a dramatic impact.
Reduced kit means lower power and cooling needs, a
substantial saving when scaled across the entire network.
In addition, reducing legacy and EOL equipment creates
significant support and maintenance savings.
Our experience goes beyond Access Network planning to
cover every aspect of HE equipment, optical transmission,
and IP routing. That’s how we can unlock ongoing
efficiencies and consider every opportunity to reduce costs.

Guiding successful
implementations
A collaborative team to
streamline transformation
Our approach to change planning, implementation and
provisioning is proven and structured – but also uniquely
collaborative and flexible. From planning cut-over work to
disposing of obsolete equipment, we consider every detail
to avoid costly mistakes and minimise service disruption.
It’s in the way our teams coordinate Headend and Hubsite
activities and it’s there in our outstanding communication
whether we’re feeding back to Operator teams or
supporting the end-customer messaging. We can even
combine our own Video, RF, Optical and IP skills with a
client’s in-house staff or preferred subcontractors.
Whatever it takes to make the process of change painless.

Building lasting partnerships
With support at handover and beyond
In our experience, even the best network upgrade can fall apart at the handover stage. We provide accurate as-built
records and detailed device information, connectivity and logical configurations. We also deliver attendant services
to populate the network management systems, as well as physical plant records (GIS, schematics, costings and
photographs) to support in-life maintenance and troubleshooting.
However, we don’t stop there. With thorough reviews after each project phase, we also find opportunities to build
on our joint capabilities, deepen trust, and improve future projects. As a result, we become partners for the ongoing
evolution of those networks – and whatever is next as Cable continues to advance.
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About Flomatik Network Services
Since 1954, our parent company, Teleste, has been supporting Cable operators as the industry and
technology developed, evolved and grew. With a comprehensive suite of products, software and
services, Teleste has led operators through a series of landmark transitions.
We were there as one-way TV broadcasting went through digitisation and into sophisticated twoway HFC operations. We helped on the journey from the earliest 300 Mhz networks with 30 analogue
channels to the latest 1.2 Ghz deployments with 300 interactive channels and on-demand, high-speed
broadband. We transformed Cable networks with centralised DOCSIS and by leveraging Deep Fibre
(DF) and Distributed Access Architectures (DAA).
Today, we give clients the advantage of that exhaustive expertise and hands-on experience. With our
unique end-to-end proposition, Cable operators can offer more attractive service bundles, breath-taking
broadband speeds, and stay competitive against conventional phone companies and FttX operators.
Get the support of a company that’s synonymous with Cable.
Contact us at www.flomatik.co.uk
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